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Co-evolutionary dynamics 101 
•  Coupled dynamics ON and OF networks 

“Adaptive Coevolutionary Networks: A Review”,  Thilo Gross and  Bernd 
Blasius, Journal of  the Royal Society: Interface, 2008 
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Activity Diffusion 

Rewiring 
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Are social nets co-evolutionary? 
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Main objectives of this work 
•  In the context of Twitter: 
– Examine presence of co-evolutionary 

effects 
– Quantify their likelihood and analyze them 

statistically 
– Develop a simple probabilistic model, based 

on empirical results  
– Examine how co-evo dynamics may affect a 

social network in long-term 
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Tweet-Retweet-Follow (TRF) events 

•  TRF events: clear case of co-evolutionary 
dynamics 

t0: Speaker (S) 
tweets M 

t1: Repeater 
(R) retweets M 

t2: Listener (L) 
follows Speaker 
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Definition of TRF event 
•  A Tweet-Retweet-Follow event 
– Speaker S,  
– Repeater R, 
–  Listener L 

•  Occurs when: 
a)  S tweets a message M at time t0 
b)  R retweets M at some time t1 > t0 
c)  A follower L of R follows S within Δ hours 

from t1 
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Data collection methodology 
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Collected data 
•  September 19-25 2012 
–  4746 Speakers monitored 

•  Posted 386,980 tweets 
–  83860 Repeaters  

•  146,867 Retweets 
•  120 milion RT events 

–  7451 TRF events (17% of observed new followers) 

•  Bot-filtering 
–  Remove bot accounts  (accounts suspended by 

Twitter) 
•  1% of collected accounts 
•  10% of identified TRF events 
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Does receiving a retweet increase 
probability of a new follower link? 

(compared to not receiving a retweet) 
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•  Control for local structure 
•  Examine the probability for a new 

follower in a time window Δ 



Effect of receiving (or not receiving) 
a retweet 
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TRF Latency 

•  A new Listener follows Speaker typically 
within first 24-48 hours from last 
received retweet 
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Which factors affect TRF 
probability? 
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Factor Description
Structural Features

|F(S)| Number of followers of S
|F 0(S)| Number of followees of S
AGE(S) Number of days since S joined Twitter
S ! L Reciprocity: whether the Speaker was

following the Listener at the time of the
TR event

Informational Features
|ST (S)| Total number of tweets of S
Arate(S) Rate of S tweets per day
Tweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct tweets of S received

by L during period D
Retweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct retweets of S re-

ceived by L during period D
Repeaters(S,L,D) Number of Repeaters R that L received

tweets of S from during period D

Table 1: List of examined factors.

Specifically, we group TR events into Retweet Groups (RG) as
follows. Each RG is represented as RG(S,L, tr,n, ID), where S and
L are the Speaker and Listener, respectively, tr is the timestamp of
the first retweet in that group, and n is the number of retweets of
S received by L during the time window < tr, tr +D >. Note that
these retweets may be generated by different Repeaters. The indi-
cator variable ID is 1 if L followed S by the end of the previous time
interval. If L followed S at time tr  t  tr +D, the correspond-
ing RG includes only those retweets received by L before t; any
subsequent retweets are ignored because L already follows S.

Based on this Retweet Grouping method, we calculate the TRF
probability PT RF (D) as the fraction of RGs for which ID=1.

5.2 Factors that affect the TRF probability
We now examine a number of factors that may affect the TRF

probability. The small magnitude of the TRF probability makes
the identification of important factors more challenging [12]; the
following results, however, are given with satisfactory statistical
significance (see p-values in Table 2).

Table 1 lists the structural and informational factors (features) we
consider. We use logistic regression to analyze how these features
correlate with the TRF probability. Based on (3), we estimate the
correlation coefficient ki for each factor Xi. ki denotes the effect of
Xi to the “odds” of TRF events.

ln
✓

PT RF
1�PT RF

◆
= k0 +

n

Â
i=1

ki Xi (3)

Table 2 shows the odds ratio and the corresponding 95% confi-
dence interval for each feature. An odds ratio close to 1 suggests
that that feature has no effect on the TRF probability. Odds ratios
different than one represent a ratio⇥PT RF change in the TRF prob-
ability for every unit increase of that feature. Table 2 shows that all
odds ratios are statistically significant (p < 0.01).

The “Twitter age” of the Speaker, the number of followers and
followees (factors that were previously shown to correlate with
Twitter activity) as well as the tweeting [15, 21] and retweeting [40]
rate of the Speaker, show no correlation with the TRF probability.
Similar results are obtained when examining the age and number
of followers or followees of the Listener.

We have also examined a number of aggregated informational
features, namely the Speaker’s overall activity and her daily tweet-

Odds ratio 95% CI

Structural Features
|F(S)| 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
|F 0(S)| 0.999⇤⇤⇤ [0.999,0.999]
AGE(S) 0.998⇤⇤⇤ [0.998,0.998]
S ! L 27.344⇤⇤⇤ [25.663,29.136]

Informational Features
ST (S) 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
Arate(S) 0.989⇤⇤⇤ [0.988,0.991]
Retweets(S,L,D) 1.603⇤⇤⇤ [1.371,1.873]
Tweets(S,L,D) 2.010⇤⇤⇤ [1.781,2.270]
Repeaters(S,L,D) 2.076⇤⇤⇤ [1.889,2.282]

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Table 2: Odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals for each fea-
ture of the multivariate logistic regression model.

ing activity. Both features show no significant correlation with the
TRF probability.

Reciprocity: A structural feature that examines the reverse re-
lation between S and L, i.e., whether S was already following L
when L received one or more retweets of S, has a large effect on the
TRF probability. Reciprocity increases the probability that L will
follow S by 27.3 times compared to the base TRF probability. Pre-
vious work has shown reciprocity to be a dominant characteristic
of several online social networks such as Twitter [21], Flickr [6],
and Yahoo 360 [19].

In 44% of the observed TRF events, the Speaker was following
the Listener prior to the formation of the reverse link. Figure 8
shows PT RF (D) independent of reciprocity (solid line), when reci-
procity is present (dashed line), and when reciprocity is not present
(dotted line). When reciprocity is present, the TRF probability, de-
noted by PT RF (D,$), is one order of magnitude larger than the
probability without reciprocity, denoted by PT RF (D,!). For D >
3 hours, PT RF (D,$) further increases and becomes two orders of
magnitude larger.

The large quantitative effect of reciprocity on the TRF probabil-
ity implies that there may be different reasons for the formation of a
link from the Listener to the Speaker in that case. The existence of
the reverse link, S ! L, could imply that these two users have some
prior relation. They may know each other in other social contexts
(online or offline) or they may belong to similar interest groups (ho-
mophily). In such cases, the retweet of S can make L aware of the
existence and activity of S in the Twitter network.

Number of tweets and repeaters: Earlier social influence stud-
ies showed that the probability that an individual adopts a new be-
havior increases with the number of her ties already engaging in
that behavior [3, 4, 13, 35]. Similarly, we examine whether the
number of tweets and retweets of S received by L affects the TRF
probability. It turns out that the TRF probability increases with
both the number of distinct tweets of S that L receives (odds ratio
= 2.01), and with the number of distinct Repeaters that L received
retweets from (odds ratio = 2.08).

For simplicity, we choose to aggregate the number of distinct
Repeaters and the number of distinct tweets of S that L received
into a single parameter: the total number n of retweets (potentially
not distinct) of S that were received by L in a time period of length
D. This new factor has high correlation with the TRF probability
(odds ratio = 1.25, p < 0.001). Figure 9 shows the probability of
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Logistic Regression 
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Examine which of the previous features 
affect TRF probability significantly: 

Factor Description
Structural Features

|F(S)| Number of followers of S
|F 0(S)| Number of followees of S
AGE(S) Number of days since S joined Twitter
S ! L Reciprocity: whether the Speaker was

following the Listener at the time of the
TR event

Informational Features
|ST (S)| Total number of tweets of S
Arate(S) Rate of S tweets per day
Tweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct tweets of S received

by L during period D
Retweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct retweets of S re-

ceived by L during period D
Repeaters(S,L,D) Number of Repeaters R that L received

tweets of S from during period D

Table 1: List of examined factors.

Specifically, we group TR events into Retweet Groups (RG) as
follows. Each RG is represented as RG(S,L, tr,n, ID), where S and
L are the Speaker and Listener, respectively, tr is the timestamp of
the first retweet in that group, and n is the number of retweets of
S received by L during the time window < tr, tr +D >. Note that
these retweets may be generated by different Repeaters. The indi-
cator variable ID is 1 if L followed S by the end of the previous time
interval. If L followed S at time tr  t  tr +D, the correspond-
ing RG includes only those retweets received by L before t; any
subsequent retweets are ignored because L already follows S.

Based on this Retweet Grouping method, we calculate the TRF
probability PT RF (D) as the fraction of RGs for which ID=1.

5.2 Factors that affect the TRF probability
We now examine a number of factors that may affect the TRF

probability. The small magnitude of the TRF probability makes
the identification of important factors more challenging [12]; the
following results, however, are given with satisfactory statistical
significance (see p-values in Table 2).

Table 1 lists the structural and informational factors (features) we
consider. We use logistic regression to analyze how these features
correlate with the TRF probability. Based on (3), we estimate the
correlation coefficient ki for each factor Xi. ki denotes the effect of
Xi to the “odds” of TRF events.

ln
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PT RF
1�PT RF

◆
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n

Â
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ki Xi (3)

Table 2 shows the odds ratio and the corresponding 95% confi-
dence interval for each feature. An odds ratio close to 1 suggests
that that feature has no effect on the TRF probability. Odds ratios
different than one represent a ratio⇥PT RF change in the TRF prob-
ability for every unit increase of that feature. Table 2 shows that all
odds ratios are statistically significant (p < 0.01).

The “Twitter age” of the Speaker, the number of followers and
followees (factors that were previously shown to correlate with
Twitter activity) as well as the tweeting [15, 21] and retweeting [40]
rate of the Speaker, show no correlation with the TRF probability.
Similar results are obtained when examining the age and number
of followers or followees of the Listener.

We have also examined a number of aggregated informational
features, namely the Speaker’s overall activity and her daily tweet-

Odds ratio 95% CI

Structural Features
|F(S)| 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
|F 0(S)| 0.999⇤⇤⇤ [0.999,0.999]
AGE(S) 0.998⇤⇤⇤ [0.998,0.998]
S ! L 27.344⇤⇤⇤ [25.663,29.136]

Informational Features
ST (S) 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
Arate(S) 0.989⇤⇤⇤ [0.988,0.991]
Retweets(S,L,D) 1.603⇤⇤⇤ [1.371,1.873]
Tweets(S,L,D) 2.010⇤⇤⇤ [1.781,2.270]
Repeaters(S,L,D) 2.076⇤⇤⇤ [1.889,2.282]

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Table 2: Odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals for each fea-
ture of the multivariate logistic regression model.

ing activity. Both features show no significant correlation with the
TRF probability.

Reciprocity: A structural feature that examines the reverse re-
lation between S and L, i.e., whether S was already following L
when L received one or more retweets of S, has a large effect on the
TRF probability. Reciprocity increases the probability that L will
follow S by 27.3 times compared to the base TRF probability. Pre-
vious work has shown reciprocity to be a dominant characteristic
of several online social networks such as Twitter [21], Flickr [6],
and Yahoo 360 [19].

In 44% of the observed TRF events, the Speaker was following
the Listener prior to the formation of the reverse link. Figure 8
shows PT RF (D) independent of reciprocity (solid line), when reci-
procity is present (dashed line), and when reciprocity is not present
(dotted line). When reciprocity is present, the TRF probability, de-
noted by PT RF (D,$), is one order of magnitude larger than the
probability without reciprocity, denoted by PT RF (D,!). For D >
3 hours, PT RF (D,$) further increases and becomes two orders of
magnitude larger.

The large quantitative effect of reciprocity on the TRF probabil-
ity implies that there may be different reasons for the formation of a
link from the Listener to the Speaker in that case. The existence of
the reverse link, S ! L, could imply that these two users have some
prior relation. They may know each other in other social contexts
(online or offline) or they may belong to similar interest groups (ho-
mophily). In such cases, the retweet of S can make L aware of the
existence and activity of S in the Twitter network.

Number of tweets and repeaters: Earlier social influence stud-
ies showed that the probability that an individual adopts a new be-
havior increases with the number of her ties already engaging in
that behavior [3, 4, 13, 35]. Similarly, we examine whether the
number of tweets and retweets of S received by L affects the TRF
probability. It turns out that the TRF probability increases with
both the number of distinct tweets of S that L receives (odds ratio
= 2.01), and with the number of distinct Repeaters that L received
retweets from (odds ratio = 2.08).

For simplicity, we choose to aggregate the number of distinct
Repeaters and the number of distinct tweets of S that L received
into a single parameter: the total number n of retweets (potentially
not distinct) of S that were received by L in a time period of length
D. This new factor has high correlation with the TRF probability
(odds ratio = 1.25, p < 0.001). Figure 9 shows the probability of

κi denotes the effect of feature Xi on the 
odds of TRF events 
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1.  Reciprocity: Speaker already follows Listener 
(about half of TRF events) 

2.  Number of retweets of S received by L: how many 
times does S appear in L’s timeline? 
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Figure 5: Empirical (solid) and model-based (dashed) TRF probability PT RF($,n) (left) and PT RF(!,n) (right) as a
function of the number n of received retweets of S at L, for four different values of D

Factor Description Odds ratio 95% CI
Structural Features

|F(S)| Number of followers of S 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
|F 0(S)| Number of followees of S 0.999⇤⇤⇤ [0.999,0.999]
AGE(S) Number of days since S joined Twitter 0.998⇤⇤⇤ [0.998,0.998]
S ! L Reciprocity: whether the Speaker was following the Lis-

tener at the time of the TR event
27.344⇤⇤⇤ [25.663,29.136]

Informational Features
|ST (S)| Total number of tweets of S 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
Arate(S) Rate of S tweets per day 0.989⇤⇤⇤ [0.988,0.991]
Tweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct tweets of S received by L during pe-

riod D
2.010⇤⇤⇤ [1.781,2.270]

Retweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct retweets of S received by L during
period D

1.603⇤⇤⇤ [1.371,1.873]

Repeaters(S,L,D) Number of Repeaters R that L received tweets of S from
during period D

2.076⇤⇤⇤ [1.889,2.282]

Table 1: List of examined factors.

Effect on hierarchical topologies: The left graph of Fig-
ure 6(b) shows a hierarchical weakly connected directed net-
work. Again, this network may be a subset of the Twitter
topology. This network contains no directed cycles, but a
number of sink nodes (i.e. nodes with no outgoing edges; A
and B in this example).

User F may receive a retweet of A and B through C, and
she may then decide to follow them. After a sequence of
TRF events, this network can then reach the topological equi-
librium shown in the right graph of Figure 6(b), in which
no new links can be added through TRF events. More gen-
erally, suppose that F 0(X) = {X1, . . . ,Xn} is the set of fol-
lowees of X . The set of Speakers that X may receive a
retweet from can be defined recursively as F 0

U (X) = F 0(X)[
(F 0

U (X1)[ . . .F 0
U (Xn)); if user X does not have any followees

then F 0
U (X) is the empty set. It is easy to see that, after a

sufficiently large number of TRF events, a multi-layer hi-
erarchical network will converge to a two-layer hierarchy
in which every non-sink user X follows all users in F 0

U (X).
Then, an initial sink node X will be followed directly by all

users that had a directed path towards X in the initial net-
work. A consequence of TRF events in such hierarchical
networks is the emergence of some highly influential users
that were the sink nodes in the initial network. Further, non-
sink nodes will be partitioned, with the users in each parti-
tion following a distinct set of sink nodes.

The previous two topologies are obvious extremes. In
practice, a given weakly connected subset of Twitter users
may contain groups of nodes that form directed cycles as
well as nodes that do not belong in any directed cycle. An
interesting question then is: given a weakly connected di-
rected social network, what fraction of its nodes belong to
the longest directed cycle (i.e., largest SCC) in that network?
If this fraction is large, the network resembles the example of
Figure 6(a), while if it is close to zero the network is similar
to the example of Figure 6(b).

We investigated the previous question based on samples
of the actual Twitter topology, at least as it was measured by
Kwak et al. [23] in 2010. We collected weakly connected
network samples using the Random-Walk [26] and Snowball

8
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A simple model of TRF events 
•  Suppose each retweet leads to TRF event 

independently with probability q 

•  After receiving n retweets, probability of TRF =  
                               1 – (1 – q)n  

•  But, Listener does not read all tweets/retweets 
–  “Observation” probability p 

•  Reciprocity increases product p×q by a factor of 100 
•  Time window Δ affects mostly probability p 

–  With reciprocity, p≈25×10-4 and p×q≈10-3  (Δ=24hours) 
15 

by L in a time period of length D. This new factor has
high correlation with the TRF probability (odds ratio = 1.25,
p < 0.001). Figure 5-left shows the TRF probability in the
absence of reciprocity (L ! S) while Figure 5-right shows
the TRF probability in the presence of reciprocity (L $ S),
as a function of n.

5.3 TRF model
We now construct a simple model for the probability of

TRF events. The objective of this exercise is to create a par-
simonious probabilistic model that can be used in analytical
or computational studies of co-evolutionary dynamics in so-
cial networks.

The model considers two independent mechanisms be-
hind each TRF event: How many retweets n of Speaker S
did the Listener L receive? And second, did L actually ob-
serve (i.e., read) this group of retweets? The simplest ap-
proach is to assume, first, that the n received retweets are
either observed as a group with probability p or they are
completely missed, and second, that each observed retweet
causes a TRF event independently and with the same proba-
bility q. Then, the probability of a TRF event after receiving
at most n retweets is

PT RF(n) = p⇥ (1� (1�q)n) (4)

Thus, the probability of a TRF event after only one received
retweet is p⇥q. For a large number of received retweets, the
TRF probability tends to the observation probability p.

As shown in Figure 5-left, the measured TRF probability
PT RF(!,n) without reciprocity seems to “saturate” after n
exceeds about 10-20 retweets. The same trend is observed
in the case of reciprocity (Figure 5-right), but the saturation
appears earlier (after around 5-10 retweets). The model of
(4) captures the dependency with n quite well. The param-
eters p and q depend on reciprocity as well as on the time
window D, as shown in Table 2. Reciprocity increases sig-
nificantly both the observation probability p and the proba-
bility p⇥ q that a single received retweet will cause a TRF
event. As expected, increasing the observation time window
D increases the observation probability. The effect of D on
the probability p⇥ q is weaker, especially when there is no
reciprocity.

6. IMPLICATIONS OF TRF EVENTS
Most prior work in online social networks focused either

on the exogenous evolution of the topology (dynamics of
network) or on influence and information diffusion on static
networks (dynamics on network), ignoring the potential cou-
pling between these two dynamics. In this paper, we con-
sidered co-evolutionary dynamics in the specific case of the
Twitter online social network. Our study focused on the
addition of new links through the so-called Tweet-Retweet-
Follow events. We showed that TRF events, although infre-
quent compared to tweets or retweets, occur in practice and
they are responsible for a significant fraction (about 20%) of

D p p⇥q
Without reciprocity

1 hour 0.5⇥10�4 0.12⇥10�4

3 hours 0.5⇥10�4 0.13⇥10�4

6 hours 0.6⇥10�4 0.14⇥10�4

12 hours 0.6⇥10�4 0.15⇥10�4

24 hours 0.7⇥10�4 0.16⇥10�4

48 hours 0.8⇥10�4 0.16⇥10�4

With reciprocity
1 hour 8.1⇥10�4 7.2⇥10�4

3 hours 11.0⇥10�4 8.5⇥10�4

6 hours 13.0⇥10�4 9.3⇥10�4

12 hours 17.6⇥10�4 9.3⇥10�4

24 hours 24.0⇥10�4 10.2⇥10�4

48 hours 33.1⇥10�4 10.2⇥10�4

Table 2: Estimated value of the two model parameters p
and p⇥q

the new edges in Twitter. Through (near) real-time monitor-
ing of many Twitter users, we showed how to identify TRF
events and investigated their temporal and statistical charac-
teristics. More than 80% of TRF events occur in less than 24
hours after the corresponding retweet. The main factors that
affect the probability of a TRF event are reciprocity and the
total number of retweets received by the Listener.

We now discuss how TRF events may gradually transform
the structure of a social network. We consider two funda-
mentally different network topologies, and discuss the im-
plications of TRF events from the information diffusion per-
spective.

Effect on topologies with directed cycles: The left graph
of Figure 6(a) shows a weakly connected network, which
may be a subset of the Twitter topology. A directed cycle
exists between some of its nodes, namely A ! B ! D !
E $C ! A. Let us focus on the largest directed cycle in this
network, i.e., in its largest Strongly Connected Component
(SCC). The ties of the participating nodes may also include
links to or from nodes out of this cycle, such as the E $ F
relation in this example.

Suppose that A posts a tweet at some point in time and
that C decides to retweet it. In that case, node E will re-
ceive that retweet and may follow A (TRF event). It is easy
to see that, after a sufficiently large number of TRF events,
the nodes of this directed cycle will form a fully connected
directed graph, as shown in the right graph of Figure 6(a)
(red edges denote connections created through TRF events),
in which everyone is following all others. This transforma-
tion can only take place when a cycle already exists in the
initial network; TRF events cannot create directed cycles.
So, when an initial network includes a directed cycle, a se-
quence of TRF events may transform that cycle into a clique
in which everyone can generate information that all others
receive directly from the source.

7
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TRF model evaluation 
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Figure 5: Empirical (solid) and model-based (dashed) TRF probability PT RF($,n) (left) and PT RF(!,n) (right) as a
function of the number n of received retweets of S at L, for four different values of D

Factor Description Odds ratio 95% CI
Structural Features

|F(S)| Number of followers of S 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
|F 0(S)| Number of followees of S 0.999⇤⇤⇤ [0.999,0.999]
AGE(S) Number of days since S joined Twitter 0.998⇤⇤⇤ [0.998,0.998]
S ! L Reciprocity: whether the Speaker was following the Lis-

tener at the time of the TR event
27.344⇤⇤⇤ [25.663,29.136]

Informational Features
|ST (S)| Total number of tweets of S 1.000⇤⇤⇤ [1.000,1.000]
Arate(S) Rate of S tweets per day 0.989⇤⇤⇤ [0.988,0.991]
Tweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct tweets of S received by L during pe-

riod D
2.010⇤⇤⇤ [1.781,2.270]

Retweets(S,L,D) Number of distinct retweets of S received by L during
period D

1.603⇤⇤⇤ [1.371,1.873]

Repeaters(S,L,D) Number of Repeaters R that L received tweets of S from
during period D

2.076⇤⇤⇤ [1.889,2.282]

Table 1: List of examined factors.

Effect on hierarchical topologies: The left graph of Fig-
ure 6(b) shows a hierarchical weakly connected directed net-
work. Again, this network may be a subset of the Twitter
topology. This network contains no directed cycles, but a
number of sink nodes (i.e. nodes with no outgoing edges; A
and B in this example).

User F may receive a retweet of A and B through C, and
she may then decide to follow them. After a sequence of
TRF events, this network can then reach the topological equi-
librium shown in the right graph of Figure 6(b), in which
no new links can be added through TRF events. More gen-
erally, suppose that F 0(X) = {X1, . . . ,Xn} is the set of fol-
lowees of X . The set of Speakers that X may receive a
retweet from can be defined recursively as F 0

U (X) = F 0(X)[
(F 0

U (X1)[ . . .F 0
U (Xn)); if user X does not have any followees

then F 0
U (X) is the empty set. It is easy to see that, after a

sufficiently large number of TRF events, a multi-layer hi-
erarchical network will converge to a two-layer hierarchy
in which every non-sink user X follows all users in F 0

U (X).
Then, an initial sink node X will be followed directly by all

users that had a directed path towards X in the initial net-
work. A consequence of TRF events in such hierarchical
networks is the emergence of some highly influential users
that were the sink nodes in the initial network. Further, non-
sink nodes will be partitioned, with the users in each parti-
tion following a distinct set of sink nodes.

The previous two topologies are obvious extremes. In
practice, a given weakly connected subset of Twitter users
may contain groups of nodes that form directed cycles as
well as nodes that do not belong in any directed cycle. An
interesting question then is: given a weakly connected di-
rected social network, what fraction of its nodes belong to
the longest directed cycle (i.e., largest SCC) in that network?
If this fraction is large, the network resembles the example of
Figure 6(a), while if it is close to zero the network is similar
to the example of Figure 6(b).

We investigated the previous question based on samples
of the actual Twitter topology, at least as it was measured by
Kwak et al. [23] in 2010. We collected weakly connected
network samples using the Random-Walk [26] and Snowball
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What is the effect of TRF 
events in the long-term evolution 

of a social (sub-)network? 
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Does sub-network form a  
Strongly-Connected Component?  

•  It will evolve to fully connected network 
•  TRF events create cliques (strong 

communities)  
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Does sub-network have hierarchical 
structure (no directed cycles)? 

•  Network evolves to a two-level hierarchy 
•  In each “sphere of influence”, an influencer is 

directly connected to her followers 
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How common are directed cycles in 
connected sub-graphs of theTwitter 

topology? 
•  Analyzed an older measured Twitter 

topology (41.7M nodes) 
– Sampling using “forest-fire” and “snowball” 

methods 
– Each sampled sub-network is weakly connected 
– Samples of different sizes  

 

•  Use Tarjan’s algorithm to identify longest 
cycle (largest SCC) in sampled sub-network 
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For sub-graphs with more than 500 nodes,  
about 90% of nodes belong in SCC component 
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Conclusions 
•  Observed co-evolutionary dynamics on 

Twitter 
– Tweet-Retweet-Follow events 

•  TRF events are responsible for 20% of the 
new edges in Twitter’s network 
– 80% occur within 1 day after the retweet 

•  Proposed a probabilistic model for TRF 
events (simple enough for analytical 
studies?) 

•  TRF events tend to transform Twitter 
sub-nets to cliques 
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Q&A 
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